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Abstract
The Finite-Element Method (FEM) is mainly used to design Compact Heat Exchanger structures.
However, the narrow channel structures require fine mesh to accurately compute stress and strain.
Combined with the dimensions of the overall component, this leads to an excessively large numerical
model and therefore long computing times. This is especially true for transient thermal analyses, which
require taking into account the full geometry. It is therefore interesting to reduce the size of the mesh.
Periodic homogenization is an efficient method for achieving this goal. It can be applied to the core of
the structure when periodic patterns (identified on basis of the arrangement of the channels) exist. A
method based on this technique, with some improvements, is proposed in this paper for thermal loading
without internal pressure. In addition to the Equivalent Homogenous Medium (EHM) replacing the
periodic patterns, some explicit channels are interposed between the EHM and the cover plates. This
has two advantages. The first is to smooth the transition of stiffness between the cover plates and the
homogenized medium. The second one is to be able to directly compute stress and strain on the most
critical channels located in this area. This paper assesses the method’s effectiveness for thermal loadings
in order to conduct thermal stress analyses. First, the equivalent elastic constants of the EHM are
obtained with a numerical Finite Elements Method. Then, two 2D cases using EHM are compared
against a 2D explicit model (i.e. explicit geometry for the core channels). These cases are chosen to
validate the EHM itself and its effectiveness for a real section of the heat exchanger. Results show very
good agreement with a relative difference lower than 1 %. In addition, the sensitivity to the number of
layers added between the EHM and the cover plates is analysed. It is recommended interposing at least
two layers of patterns to obtain converged results for the considered configuration. Finally, a triangular
mesh is considered to reduce the size of the model. No difference with a regular quadrangular mesh can
be observed whereas the computing time is reduced. This method can be used to perform the design of
any CHE under thermal loading as long as the channel arrangement shows periodicity.
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1 Introduction
Compact Heat Exchanger (CHE) are considered for various applications that need to be compact for
effective heat transfers. The nuclear industry, and particularly Generation IV reactors, uses such heat
exchanger technologies. Various reactor types can benefit from the development of such technologies

(e.g. see [1,4]). The CEA designed a concept with this technology for its Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR)
project, called ASTRID (see [5,7]). In this application, the Brayton cycle option with gas (nitrogen) as
coolant is foreseen for the tertiary loop. A CHE with Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger technology (PCHE)
is used to transfer the heat between the sodium secondary loop and the gas tertiary loop. PCHEs are
composed of multiple plates integrating flow channels. These plates are generally assembled with a
diffusion bonding technology.
Even though CHEs are extremely compact compared with shell and tube Heat Exchangers (HE), the
large amount of heat to be transferred from the hot side to the cold side in nuclear applications requires
implementing numerous channels. Moreover, the high level of nuclear requirements entails strong
design substantiation, particularly the mechanical design for safety-classified components. This requires
computing the stress and strain resulting from the various loads (static or transient) that can occur, either
with elastic or inelastic analysis. Analytical models are limited and not accurate enough, which is why
numerical tools such as Finite-Element Method (FEM) are mainly used. However, the narrow channel
structures require a fine mesh to accurately compute stress and strain. This, combined with the size of
the overall component, leads to an excessively large numerical model, particularly for transient thermal
analyses, which require taking into account the full size of the geometry. Consequently, alternative
modelling methods to full–scale techniques and explicit geometry are required. In this paper, a new
method based on usual homogenization models is presented in order to compute local strain and stress
values in CHE with a reduced number of nodes. The main improvement of the method is to insert some
layers of channels with explicit geometry between homogenous medium (core of the HE) and the other
parts of the HE. The stress and strain can then be directly computed on this intermediate layer which is
found to be a critical area of the HE.
The homogenization method is relevant for reducing the size of the numerical model. Furthermore, its
application to CHEs can take advantage of the periodicity of the channel arrangement to apply the
specific theory of periodic homogenization either to 2D or 3D problems.
Globally, CHE design methods (not necessarily restricted to nuclear applications) are classified
according to the scale of analysis: either local analysis that is generally used in parametric studies
(geometric or loading effects), or a global model that is used to design CHEs with representative loads.
The thermal loading is generally computed separately and then imported into the mechanical model.
Due to the limited scale of the geometry, a local analysis can use a fine mesh and can model an explicit
detailed geometry. However, the applied boundary conditions must represent the overall behaviour of
the section. Yet, this cannot be achieved without actually knowing the overall behaviour of the section,
which implies using the full geometry. Therefore, simplified boundary conditions are generally applied
and 2D assumption can also be considered.
Simanjuntak and Lee [8] describe an elastic static local model with an explicit 2D geometry in order to
analyse the impact of channel misalignment through parametric studies. Their boundary conditions are
symmetry and periodic load conditions. The resulting mesh comprises 10,705 elements, which can be
considered as small thanks to 2D modelling.
Lee and Lee [9] assess a PCHE with a local static pseudo-explicit 2D model (thickness of 0.1 mm, no
load variation in the thickness). This model aims at computing stress and strain on several explicit
channels in order to evaluate their compliance with the design criteria recommended in the ASME code
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers, part Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III). Elastic
and inelastic models are both used. Loads are the internal pressure and the thermal loading.
Unconstrained boundary conditions are applied (a weak spring is added to the side to prevent rigid body
motion), leading to a plane strain model that overestimates stress. As a consequence, a sensitivity
analysis on both PCHE channel numbers (3 configurations from 2×1 to 8×8 channels) and element sizes
(from 2.50 10-5 m to 5.00 10-3 m) is conducted. It aims at defining the minimum number of PCHE
channels for modelling representative stress fields around selected hot and cold channels. These
channels are considered as reference units and are used for the mechanical analysis. It is found that the
4×4 and 8×8 configurations are the most accurate, especially to compute stress around the channels

ends, since they both lead to nearly the same results. The results are also compared with analytical
formulas, which are found to underestimate the numerically calculated stress intensities. The 4×4
configuration contains up to 689,980 elements whereas the 8×8 configuration has up to 1,222,619
elements.
Similarly, de la Torre et al. [10] describes an analysis with a plastic behaviour model and parametric
study on both geometric parameters and thermal gradients. As for Lee and Lee [9], the influence of both
the number of channels (from 2×1 to 12×7) and the mesh size are analysed since unrestrained support
is used as boundary conditions. The configuration with 8×5 channels is retained for further analysis of
the reference unit cell. The results are also compared with analytical formulas for simple geometry
(hollow cylinder, plane stress). It has been found that these formulas can be used for preliminary design.
The mesh contains up to 451,670 elements and 2,108,195 nodes for the 12×7 channels.
The previous examples show that even though the size of the model with only a few channels is relatively
reduced compared with the full size of a HE, a high number of elements is nonetheless required.
Moreover, the geometries essentially concern channels, they do not take into account the effect of cover
plates, and analyses are mainly static.
Methods using global models involve larger-scale models and set out to evaluate the overall behaviour
of the component, generally with 3D geometry. Park et al. [11] describe the design of a steam generator
with straight tubes. Axisymmetric elements are used whenever possible. No information is given on the
mesh. A transient analysis is also performed. Wu et al. [12] present the analysis results of a full-scale
3D model of the core including the cover plates of a PCHE. It contains 80 channels that are 713 mm in
length. Although this is a relatively reduced geometry with only a limited number of channels, the
resulting mesh involves 1.68 million nodes and 1.55 million elements. A static elastic analysis is
performed. It is observed that a 3D global structure model can avoid calculation error caused by a local
structural model that only contains partial periodic heat transfer channels. These examples show that a
large number of nodes is required to analyse a full-scale model and computation times can be very long
or prohibitive especially for transient analysis.
The homogenization method is relevant for reducing the size of the numerical model. The
homogenization theory (see. [13]) models the macroscopic behaviour of any media on basis of its
microscopic characteristics (multiscale approach). It is used to model microstructures (see [14,15]),
porous media and powders (see [16,18]), as well as periodic media (see [19,21]). Among them,
composite media is one of the most common applications, used either to model the composite itself or
composite structures with geometrical periodicities (see [22,24]). It has also been applied in the nuclear
research sector, such as on fuels ([25]) or cladding for fast reactors ([26,28]).
In the field of HEs and CHEs, application of the homogenization method is investigated for the overall
design of the full-scale component, with either elastic or plastic models. It can be efficiently coupled
with FEM as illustrated in the following examples.
A first step of the method consists in identifying the homogenized elastic constants. Ge et al. [29] detail
an analytical method used to compute these coefficients for Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers (PFHE) and
without the effect of internal pressure. They are found to be anisotropic due to the geometry. FEM is
also largely used to compute the homogenized elastic constants for periodic structures. The method is
based on the periodic homogenization theory (see [13]) and has different formulations (see [25]). Xu
and Qiao [30] provide the analytical results for a honeycomb sandwich that are validated with FEM.
Dirrenberger and Forest [31] present the results for the homogenized elastic constants of two periodic
structures using three methods which lead to equal results. In Tsuda et al. [32], a numerical method
using FEM is set up to determine homogenized elastic-viscoplastic constants and macro stresses for
PFHE taking into account the effect of the internal pressure, which is found to modify the homogenized
constants. This model is validated through a comparison with a detailed FEM analysis including the
internal pressure. This approach is then improved with a “duplex” model presented in [33] in which the
fins and plates are homogenized separately. This results in two macroscopic constitutive models with
improved accuracy in the results.

Mizokami et al. [34] propose a design procedure for PFHE using the homogenization method and taking
into account creep damage. Stress or strain magnification factors are used to predict local stress and
strain in the fin. In this approach, these factors can be defined as the ratio between the values of either
the stress or the strain of the real structure and the ones of the equivalent solid. They are determined on
the basis of the test results. The procedure is validated with pressure burst and thermal fatigue tests. The
model takes into account the core (with equivalent homogeneous-solid model representative of Plates
and Fins), straight fin area and headers. Finally, the method is used to design PFHEs with prediction of
their creep-fatigue life by carrying out elastic and inelastic FEM analyses.
Ge et al. [35] use the above methodology to design a PFHE under pressure (primary stress analysis) and
thermal stress loadings (including a transient analysis for the creep fatigue design). In addition to the
method, they also use the above mentioned analytical relations concerning the homogenized elastic
constants (see [29]), completed with equivalent thermophysical properties. The thermal stress model is
elastic and uses an equivalent homogenous medium (EHM) to model the core. The full-scale geometry
includes the equivalent core (size 0.58 × 0.42 × 0.43 m3), the headers and the straight fin area. It contains
34,130 nodes and 28,152 elements. This set of different elements leads to a design method and has been
patented by Jiang et al. [36].
Finally, the method can also be used for dynamic modelling as shown by Planel and Brisson [37] with
prediction of the dynamic behaviour of brazed HEs (fins separated with tubes).
Table 1 synthetizes the different approaches presented above with their advantages and drawbacks.

Table 1: different types of thermomechanical calculations technics for heat exchangers

Method
Local
analysis

Geometry

Advantages

Drawbacks/limitations

References

Detailed explicit
geometry, fine
mesh

Accurate results,
Plastic behaviour
can be modelled

Simplified boundary
conditions and loadings

[8]
[9] (PCHE)

[10]

Global
analysis

Explicit
geometry

Representative
loadings and
boundary
conditions

Global
analysis
with
reduction
technics

Homogenization
method for
periodic
components
(channels)
Explicit
geometry for
other
components

Reduction of the
mesh size,
representative
loadings and
boundary
conditions

High number of
elements, need of
simplifications or
components with
reduced size
No explicit stress
results for
homogenized medium:
need of relations
between homogenous
results and explicit
geometry
Sudden transition of
physical properties
between homogenous
model and explicit
components
Plastic behaviour more
difficult to model

[11]
(straight
tubes)
[12]
(PCHE)
[34]
(PFHE)
[35]
(PFHE)
[36]
(patent,
PFHE)
[37] (fins
separated
with tubes)

Size of the
model
10,705
elements
Up to
1,222,619
elements
Up to
451,670
elements
Simplification
of the
geometry
1.55 million
elements
No
information
28,152
elements
-

No
information

In this paper, an improvement of the periodic homogenization method is proposed for CHEs under pure
thermal loading. The objective is to compute the resulting elastic thermal stress in order to design the
component. However, the transition between the homogenous medium and real (i.e. explicit) parts of

the HE has proven to induce discontinuities in terms of stress. This region is most often considered as a
critical part for the design of the HE so that accurate results are required. Therefore, the standard
homogenization method is here modified since micro-macro relations are not applied. Instead, the FE
model includes layers composed of the explicit geometry of the channels between the homogenized
medium and the cover plates. This has two advantages. The first is to smooth the transition of stiffness
between the cover plates and the homogenized medium. The second is to be able to directly compute
the stress and strain on channels located in this area, channels which have been found to be the most
critical (for example, see [12]). For the considered application, the internal pressure is disregarded and
behaviour is elastic (elastic-equivalent constants are used). The specific case of 2D thermal loading is
considered (simplified loading with applied temperatures and conduction through structures). Thus, 2D
mechanical model is used to compute thermal stress using the generalized plain strains assumption. The
periodic homogenization theory is applied to represent the HE core with its periodic channels with some
specificities. The equivalent elastic constants of the medium representing the core are obtained with a
numerical method using FEM.
In the present paper, the method is presented and assessed for a specific 2D PCHE pattern. However, it
can be applied to any kind of CHE as long as the channel arrangement shows periodicity. The present
article does not aim at designing the HE, so that results (displacement and stress) are not analysed
according to any design code requirements, but only used for comparison purposes. However, in
practice, they can be directly used to perform design analysis.

2 Method with Equivalent Homogenous Media
This section describes the overall method and its successive steps. It then briefly explains how the
equivalent elastic constants are determined with FEM. These constants are used as model parameters
for the overall method.

2.1 Description of the method
Periodic homogenization (see [13]) can be used for HE core in which periodic geometry is observed. It
is coupled with FEM.
As previously said, it is proposed here to modify the standard method with additional layers composed
of the explicit geometry of the channels between the homogenized medium and the cover plates. The
stress on these channels can be directly computed.
Figure 1 presents the four steps of the method.
The first step consists in defining the input data for the method. This data includes the EHM constants,
i.e. the equivalent elastic constants and the orthotropic thermal expansion coefficient. These parameters
can be determined with the method using FEM, which is described in Sub-section 2.2.
The other input data is the temperature field of the EHM. As the thermal loading is taken into account,
the temperature of the EHM must be computed. However, it is not possible to directly apply the explicit
thermal loads to the EHM; explicit thermal loads should be applied to explicit geometry. Mizokami et
al. [34] use a linear distribution from the low temperature inlet to the high temperature outlet (3D
model), which results in a uniform mean temperature across the section. In Ge et al. [35], the temperature
of the EHM is set according to the average temperature of the hot and cold gas and is considered constant
across the cross section. In this paper, a periodic thermal loading is considered on the patterns. The
explicit loading of the EHM is replaced by mean temperature of the pattern. It is computed separately
using a dedicated thermal model with an explicit pattern, either in a static or transient analysis. The FEM
thermal model described in Sub-section 2.2, which computes the equivalent thermal expansion
coefficient, can be used in the case of static loading. Explicit thermal loading can be applied in this
model. Periodic thermal loading results in a uniform mean temperature across the section. In the case of
variable temperature across the section, the mean temperature of each pattern can be computed and
described through a spatial profile.

The second step consists in establishing the thermal field of the whole geometry using a thermal model.
The previously established temperature field can be applied directly to all EHM nodes, whereas explicit
thermal loading can be applied to the other explicit part of the geometry. As the EHM temperature field
is applied to the EHM nodes, thermal equilibrium does not have to be established for this part. Therefore,
the equivalent thermophysical properties such as thermal conductivity, or the specific heat and density
for transient thermal analysis are not required for the EHM with this method.
The third step uses the previous calculated thermal field as the nodal thermal load applied to a
mechanical model. The mechanical boundary conditions complete the loading and the model can be
solved.
Finally, the resulting mechanical quantities such as displacement, stress and strain are post-processed
(step 4). Stress and strain can be either directly determined using explicit geometry (intermediate layer
and cover plates) or by using classical micro-macro relations for EHM.

Figure 1: Method used to compute stress and strain with EHM

In this paper, this method using EHM is validated by comparing results of displacement and equivalent
stress with explicit geometry simulations. A reduced 2D but representative section of the PCHE is
considered. Its validation for any size of the section (2D) is discussed in Part 4. Figure 2 depicts the
geometry of the finite-element model, including the explicit representative section shown in figure 2.a.
The core is made up of periodic channels surrounded by cover plates. For the specific case in question,
the fluids used are sodium and gas (nitrogen), which is why the channels are identified as sodium
channels (“s”) and gas channels (“g”).
The pattern or unit cell can be defined on basis of the periodicity, which contains gas and sodium
channels. It represents the unit cell or Representative Elementary Volume (REV), as shown in figure
2.b for the case in question. It is used to set up the EHM. Multiple geometries can be considered for the
REV. This particular geometry has been selected on basis of geometric symmetrical planes which induce
additional constraint relations on the boundaries of the pattern.
Figure 2.c shows the associated geometry using EHM to represent the core as well as the intermediate
layer with explicit geometry. In this case, the intermediate layer contains two layers of explicit patterns.
The accuracy of the results depends on the number of pattern layers for the intermediate explicit
geometry. This parameter is analysed in Part 3.4.

Figure 2: Geometry of the Finite-Element model with meshing (1/4 of CHE section) - a) Explicit geometry with 6x6 patterns,
b) One pattern (equal to the REV) for the core channels, c) Equivalent geometry with EHM

The next subsection briefly describes the method used to compute the equivalent elastic constants of the
EHM.

2.2 Determining the equivalent elastic constants with FEM
Equivalent elastic constants are computed using FEM. In the specific case in question, these are
mechanical constants (elastic moduli in traction-compression, shear moduli, Poisson’s ratios) and the
thermal expansion coefficient.
They are based on isotropic material properties which are E0, Young’s modulus, ν0, Poisson’s ratio and
α0, the thermal expansion coefficient.
A first method is used to compute the mechanical constants.
Given the geometry of the REV (see figure 2.b), the behaviour is known to be orthotropic with the
following equivalent elastic constants: moduli in traction-compression (Ex, Ey, Ez), shear moduli (Gxy,
Gzx, Gzy) and Poisson’s ratios (νxy, νyz, νxz). The expression of Hooke’s elastic law is recalled in equation
(1).
1/Ex
- νxy ⁄Ex - νxz ⁄Ex
εx
-νyx⁄Ey
1/Ey
-νyz ⁄Ey
εy
εz
-νzx ⁄Ez -νzy ⁄Ez
1/Ez
γxy =
0 0 0
γxz
0 0 0
[γyz ]
0 0 0
[

0 0 0
σx
0 0 0
σy
0 0 0
σz
τ
xy
1/Gxy
0
0
τxz
0
1/Gxz
0
[τyz ]
0
0
1/Gyz ]

(1)

with: γxy=2 εxy, γxz=2 εxz, γyz=2 εyz
The homogenization method aims at computing the previous equivalent elastic constants for the
considered REV.

The FEM model, together with the associated boundary conditions and loadings, are based on the
periodic homogenization theory (see [13] and [25]). The “mechanic” approach is used as defined in di
Paola [25]. The homogenous boundary conditions are based on periodic formulation according to the
Hill condition. They had to comply with the following relation:
u(x)=E0 x+u’(x) ∀ x ϵ ∂V
div(σ(x))=0

(2)

with:
∂V the edges of the volume V,
u(x) a displacement vector imposed on the edges of the volume (with x the coordinates (vector) of any
point of the edge),
E0 a macroscopic homogenous strain (tensor), σ the stress tensor,
u’(x) must be the periodic displacement vector field, meaning that it has the same value for homologous
points of ∂V (i.e. with L the periodicity (vector), x1 and x2 are homologous points if x2 = x1 + L).
The stress vector t(x) = σ(x) n is also assumed to be anti-periodic (i.e. t(x+L) = -t(x)).
Therefore, it can be shown that E0 = 〈ε〉V, with 〈ε〉V the mean volume deformation.
By considering the elastic law of behaviour between 〈ε〉V and 〈𝝈〉V (the mean volume stress, which is
equal to the macroscopic homogenous stress tensor ∑0), the elastic coefficients can be deduced from
〈ε〉V and 〈𝝈〉V .
When using FEM, this method is applied according to the following steps.
The REV is modelled with periodic mesh on its boundaries (∂V) so that each node has its homologous
corresponding node on the other boundary. A displacement is then applied to the boundaries. This
displacement must result in homogenous deformation E0. For instance, u(x) is imposed on two
homologous points with coordinates x1 and x2. u(x) successively takes the value Li, with Li (i = {x, y,
z}) having one of its components equal to the ith component of the periodicity vector L, and its other
components equal to 0. In this case, the resulting deformation is homogenous, t(x) is anti-periodic on
boundaries and the conditions associated with (2) are respected. E0 is therefore equal to unity for the
considered direction. Therefore, it follows:
u’(x2)-u’(x1) = u(x2) - u(x1) - E0 (x2-x1) = Li - E0 Li = 0, which respects the condition of periodicity for
u’(x).
Here u(x2) - u(x1) is taken to be equal to Li since it simplifies the computation of the elastic constants.
Any values could have been considered.
The resulting macroscopic homogenous stress tensor ∑0 is then computed over the volume. Finally,
thanks to the elastic law of behaviour, the different equivalent elastic coefficients can be obtained on the
basis of ∑0 and E0 (the last being equal to unity in this specific case).
For the pattern in question, the above relation u(x2) - u(x1) = Li is imposed as the constraint relation
between the nodes of each pair of edges of the pattern. Figure 3 illustrates how the elastic constant Ex is
determined with the method. The REV corresponds to the geometry previously defined in figure 2.b.
Elastic equivalent constants can be obtained for small deformation assumption. Therefore, even if large
deformations are applied, their effect is not taken into account.

Figure 3: Elastic equivalent constant 𝐸𝑥 with FEM

A second method aims at computing the thermal expansion coefficient. The same REV is considered
with thermal loading. In this paper, the pattern is subjected to a 2D static thermal load with a thermal
gradient between the gas and sodium channels (same loading as for the global method).
In a first step, a thermal model establishes the thermal field with the considered thermal loading and the
mean nodal temperature is computed (Tmean). This model and the resulting mean temperature can be used
for the first step of the global method (see figure 1). The displacements at the boundaries of the pattern
are then calculated with a thermomechanical model. As the thermal load is 2D, the mechanical model is
2D with a generalized plane strain relation. In this case:

εz = εz0 = α0 ∆Tmean = α0 (∆Tmean - Tref)
with Tmean the mean nodal temperature of the REV and Tref the reference temperature used to compute
thermal expansion. It should be pointed out that the mean temperature Tmean corresponds to same
parameter as that defined in the first step of the global method (see first step in figure 1).
The applied boundary conditions correspond to the configuration of a periodic structure (i.e. infinite
duplication of the pattern).
Figure 4 depicts the two steps and associated models for the previously defined REV.

Figure 4: FEM models for computation of thermal expansion coefficient - a) Thermal model, b) Thermomechanical model

The homogenized thermal expansion coefficients are computed as follows:
αx =

ux (x=Lx )
,
Lx ∆Tmean

αy =

uy (y=Ly )
Ly ∆Tmean

, αz = α0 (generalized plane strains assumption)

ux(x=Lx) = Ux0 and uy(y=Ly) = Uy0 are retrieved from the Finite-Element model.
The results obtained with these methods are not analysed or commented in this paper. They are simply
used as input data for the global method described above. The actual values applied to the considered
geometry and loading are discussed in the next section.

3 Assessment of the method
3.1 Description
The homogenization method in question is assessed herein on the basis of two 2D cases with a periodic
thermal load and a generalized plane strains assumption on the mechanical behaviour.

For each case, the resulting displacements and equivalent stress fields computed with the previous
method (with EHM) are compared to those obtained with the explicit geometry, which stands as the
reference.
The thermal loading involves applying temperature to both the gas and sodium channels: a temperature
of 200°C is applied to the sodium channel walls whereas 0°C is applied to the gas channels, resulting in
a maximum temperature difference of 200°C. As previously mentioned, a local explicit FEM model is
developed to compute the thermal field and the mean temperature of the pattern. It is used to compute
the thermal expansion coefficient (see Sub-section 2.2), and the mean temperature is used as input data
in the first step of the global method (see figure 1).
The thermal loads applied to the pattern and the resulting thermal field in the case of periodic behaviour
are presented in figure 5. An arithmetic mean function is applied using the nodal structural temperature
field. A value of 100.3°C is calculated.

Figure 5: Pattern, applied periodic thermal loading and resulting temperature field (°C)

The method described in sub-section 2.2 is applied to compute the equivalent elastic constants. The
geometry for the periodic medium (channels) is described in table 2 according to notations of figure 6.
Table 3 summarises the isotropic material properties and their equivalent elastic constants (orthotropic
behaviour).

Figure 6: geometrical parameters of the channels

Table 2: geometrical parameters values of the channels and material

Material
Gas

Sodium

Plate

Stainless Steel 316L
lg (mm)
2.0
ag (mm)
2.0
δg (mm)
1.5
ls (mm)
3.0
as (mm)
5.0
δs (mm)
2.0
t (mm)
1.5

Table 3: Isotropic material properties and equivalent elastic constants

Isotropic material
properties
Elastic modulus

MPa

E0 = 200000

Shear modulus

MPa

Isotropic relation
G0 = 76923

Poisson’s ratio

-

Thermal expansion m/(m.°C)
coefficient

Equivalent elastic
constants (orthotropic
behaviour)
Ex = 81998
Ey = 60704
Ez = 117858
Gxy = 8702
Gxz = 32498
Gyz = 26542

ν0 = 0.3

νxy = 0.136
νxz = 0.209
νyz = 0.155

α0 = 15.3 10-6

αx = 15.36 10-6
αy = 16.95 10-6
αz = 15.3 10-6

The first case corresponds to the EHM alone with boundary conditions that reproduce infinite media
(infinite periodic geometry). A finite grid of 6×6 patterns with two symmetries and periodic boundary
conditions is considered. Even if the cover plates are not present, an intermediate layer is added to the
model with EHM: two layers of the explicit pattern surrounding the EHM are inserted. The geometry

and boundary conditions are depicted in figure 7 for the two models (i.e., explicit model and model with
EHM). In this case, it can be seen that symmetric conditions lead to the same results as periodic
conditions. In addition, they result in an isostatic model. With this configuration, the behaviour of the
EHM can be assessed without affecting any other parameter. It can be described as being similar to the
core of the HE, far from cover plates.

Figure 7: Case 1, 6x6 patterns with two symmetries - geometry and mechanical boundary conditions - a) Explicit geometry,
b) Geometry with EHM

The second studied case takes into account a reduced but representative section of the HE: a grid of
12×12 patterns with cover plates is considered. Due to symmetries, only a quarter of the section is
modelled. The cover plates replace the periodic boundary conditions which are suppressed. Figure 8
depicts the geometry and the boundary conditions. The same thermal loading as for case 1 is applied
(except for cover plates, with adiabatic conditions on their external boundaries). This model can be
considered as a reduced but representative section of the HE, since the main mechanisms generating
thermal stress do exist, i.e., thermal gradients between channels, and thermal gradients between channels
and cover plates. The results from cases 1 and 2 cannot be directly compared due to the effect of the
cover plates and their own stiffness.

Figure 8: Case 2, 6x6 patterns with cover plates and two symmetries– geometry and mechanical boundary conditions - a)
Explicit geometry; b) Geometry with EHM

The displacement components of one node on the boundaries are compared for each case. Equivalent
stress (von Mises) is also compared on different lines for several patterns across the section. These
patterns are identical for both cases except for case 2, in which two lines are added on the cover plates.
The patterns are selected on the intermediate layer (and cover plates for case 2). The selected lines are
shown in figure 9 with the following identification:
- “Pattern i” with index i corresponding to the pattern number (i varying from 1 to 3, identical for cases
1 and 2) or “Cover Plates” corresponding to the cover plates when applicable (case 2)
- “Line j” with index j corresponding to the line reference (j varying from 1 to 5 for a pattern or from 1
to 2 for the cover plates).
Note: the lines on cover plates do not include the full thickness. They are used only for comparison
purpose. For the design of CHEs, they should cover the full thickness of the component.
The results of the EHM model are compared with those of the explicit model, which was used as the
reference. A relative difference function is computed for the equivalent stress (Seqv), defined as follows:
Relative difference (%) =

Seqv (EHM model)-Seqv (Explicit model)
Seqv (Explicit model)

× 100

The elements of both models (explicit model and model with EHM) are identical in size so that there is
same number of elements for the common parts with explicit geometry. Quadratic elements are used
either with 8 nodes for a quadrangular shape or with 6 nodes for a triangular shape.
After having compared the results between the two models (explicit model and model with EHM) for
the two previous cases, the effect of the number of explicit patterns contained in the intermediate layer
is analysed (see specific sub-section below).

Figure 9: Selected patterns and lines for analysis of the equivalent stress (geometry corresponding to case 2)

3.2 Results for case 1: EHM without cover plates
The displacements and equivalent stress are post processed. The iso-values of these quantities are shown
in figures 10 and 11 respectively. The same scale is applied to all iso-contour values.
The iso-contours can be seen to be qualitatively identical with respect to displacement. The displacement
components are compared for nodes located on the boundaries of the model, revealing that periodic
conditions lead to equal values for one component of the displacement at each frontier. For nodes located
at x = Lx, ux value is nearly identical for both models. For nodes located at y = Ly, uy has the same value
for both models. This result validates the equivalent properties of the EHM and especially the orthotropic
thermal expansion coefficient.
The iso-contours of explicit geometry prove to be qualitatively identical with respect to equivalent stress.
The maximum value over the section tends to be practically identical for both models. It should be
remembered that elements are the same size in both models.

Figure 10: Case 1 – displacements (m) a) ux; b) uy - Left: Explicit model; Right: EHM model (reduced to the explicit part)

Figure 11: Case 1 – equivalent stress (von Mises, in Pa), Left: Explicit model; Right: EHM model (reduced to the explicit
part)

As previously explained, the equivalent stress is quantified and compared along lines distributed on
different patterns, which were defined in figure 9. The Results are given in figure 12. Qualitatively
speaking, the curves are identical for both models. The relative differences are compared in table 4.

These differences are very low, with a maximum absolute value of 0.7 %, which validates the method.
The maximum differences can be seen in the patterns located on the upper part of the section.

Figure 12: Case 1 - equivalent stress for selected lines on 3 patterns with _EXP = explicit model, _EHM = EHM model - a)
Pattern 1; b) Pattern 2; c) Pattern 3

Table 4: Case 1 - relative difference for equivalent stress - EHM model vs. explicit model

Reference for
pattern

Relative difference - EHM compared
with explicit model

1

Max. value
-0.4 %

Min. value
0.5 %

2

-0.7 %

0.5 %

3

-0.1 %

0.1 %

Min. / Max. over
all patterns

-0.7 %

0.5 %

3.3 Results for case 2: reduced representative section of CHE
As for case 1, the displacements and equivalent stress (von Mises) are post-processed. The iso-values
of these quantities are shown in figures 13 and figure 14 respectively. The same scale is applied to all
iso-contour values.
The iso-contours are proved to be qualitatively identical with respect to displacement. The displacement
components are compared for the node located in the left-hand upper corner (x = Lx and y = Ly). It can
be seen that both values ux and uy are quasi-identical for the two models.
The iso-contours are seen to be qualitatively identical with respect to equivalent stress. The maximum
value over the section is quasi-identical for both models.

Figure 13: Case 2 – displacements (m) a) ux; b) uy - Left: Explicit model; Right: EHM model, reduced to the explicit part

Figure 14: Case 2 – equivalent stress (von Mises, in Pa), Left: Explicit model; Right: EHM model, reduced to the explicit
part

As for case 1, the equivalent stress is quantified and compared along lines distributed on different
patterns, as shown in figure 9. Two lines located on the cover plates have been added (“Cover Plates Line 1” and “Cover Plates - Line 2”). Figure 15 presents the results. Qualitatively, the curves are
identical for both models. The results are not periodic as expected.
The relative differences are compared in table 5. It can be seen that they are very low with a maximum
absolute value of 0.5 %, which validates the method. The maximum differences tend to exist in patterns
located on the upper part of the section.
Furthermore, the values of the considered lines (figure 15) are slightly reduced compared with the results
of case 1 (without cover plates, figure 12). This may be due to the suppression of the periodic boundary
conditions that are applied to the model in case 1, which are replaced by the cover plates. This results in
less stiff boundary conditions.

Figure 15: Case 2 - equivalent stress for selected lines on 3 patterns and cover plates with _EXP = explicit model, _EHM =
model with EHM a) Pattern 1; b) Pattern 2; c) Pattern 3; d) Cover Plates

Table 5: Case 2 - relative difference for equivalent stress - EHM model vs. explicit model

Reference for
pattern

Relative difference - EHM compared
to explicit model

1

Min.
-0.5 %

Max.
0.0 %

2

-0.1 %

0.2 %

3

-0.2 %

0.0 %

Cover Plates

-0.1 %

0.1 %

Min. / Max. over
all patterns

-0.5 %

0.2 %

3.4 Impact of the number of explicit patterns in the intermediate layer
In cases 1 and 2, two layers of explicit patterns have been modelled in the intermediate layer. This is
because the number of layers may have an impact on the results and their accuracy.

Increasing the number of layers may increase the accuracy of results on the one hand, but it increases
the calculation time on the other hand. Thus, these two parameters need to be optimised to obtain the
best possible results.
This section discusses three cases with cover plates: the number of patterns in the intermediate layer are
increased successively from one to three layers. The three geometries are shown in figure 16. The case
with two layers corresponds to case 2 described above.

Figure 16: Geometry with a) One layer of patterns, b) Two layers of patterns, c) Three layers of patterns in the intermediate
layer

The same lines as those in case 2 are analysed and the results are compared in figure 17 for patterns 1
and 3.
The results are identical for models with two and three layers, and very close to the results of the explicit
model for these two models, whereas the model with one layer presents some significant differences.
These differences are particularly observable for line 5 of Pattern 1, and lines 1, 2 and 5 of Pattern 3,
which are located on the interface between the EHM and the intermediate layer as shown in figure 16.a.
These lines underwent a sudden change in material properties (EHM / isotropic properties), which
induces singularities.
The relative differences are compared in table 6. The lines located at the interface between the EHM
and the intermediate layer are indicated by an asterisk (*). The boundary between the two colours (1 %)
has been selected from an engineering design perspective since lower values are considered as
acceptable results. For cases with two and three layers in the intermediate layer, the differences tend to
be very low with a maximum absolute value of 0.5 %. They are much higher for the model with one
layer, with a maximum value of 84.4 %. The highest values can be observed for lines located at the
interface with the EHM. Similar results can be observed for patterns at the interface with the EHM in
the case with two and three layers (the results are not presented). Consequently, the results for lines
located at the interface with the EHM or close to it are not considered representative.
As a conclusion, the results converge with an intermediate layer containing at least two layers of pattern
and can directly be computed on explicit patterns that are “far enough” from the interface between the
EHM and the intermediate layer (it is therefore recommended to apply one layer between the results and

the EHM). This conclusion can be extrapolated to any section size for the considered pattern, and
therefore to the real CHE section. However, the effect of other parameters such as loading (effects of
thermal gradients) or stiffness variation between the homogenized medium and the explicit geometry
(material, channel or cover plate geometries) should be assessed.

Figure 17: Comparison of the equivalent stress between three models with EHM and the intermediate layer containing one
layer of patterns (S_EQV_1), two layers (S_EQV_2) and three layers (S_EQV_3), and the explicit model (S_EQV_EXP) for:
a) Pattern 1; b) Pattern 3

Table 6: Relative difference for the equivalent stress computed using the EHM model with 1, 2 and 3 layers of patterns in the
intermediate layer vs. the explicit model

Reference for
pattern

1

2

3

Cover Plates

Lines

Relative difference (absolute value, in %) - EHM
compared to the explicit model – Number of layers
in the intermediate layer

1

1 layer
0.0

2 layers
0.1

3 layers
0.1

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

3

1.0

0.5

0.4

4

0.1

0.0

0.0

5

84.4 *

0.1

0.1

1

0.4

0.1

0.0

2

0.3

0.1

0.0

3

2.9

0.2

0.1

4

0.5

0.0

0.0

5

41.3 *

0.1

0.1

1

52.2 *

0.1

0.0

2

48.2 *

0.1

0.1

3

16.2

0.2

0.1

4

2.9

0.0

0.0

5

52.5 *

0.1

0.0

1

0.7

0.1

0.1

2

0.4

0.1

0.1

84.4 %

0.5 %

0.4 %

Min. / Max. over all
patterns

0.0 % ≤ Difference ≤ 1.0 %
1.0 % < Difference

4 Optimization - Mesh with triangular elements
Previous models have been meshed with regular quadrangles for both EHM and explicit geometries.
This guarantees that there are common nodes at the interface between them and thus transmission of
degrees of freedom. When convenient, this mesh is not optimized in terms of the size of the model (i.e.
number of nodes/elements). Triangular elements can be used to reduce the size while sharing the same
nodes at the interface between EHM medium and the intermediate layer. Their size can be progressively
increased from the interface with the intermediate layer to the core of the EHM. Figure 18 compares the
different types of mesh for models using EHM.
Contact elements can be used as an alternative to coincident nodes at the interface. Even if this method
is less restrictive for meshing, it implies additional constraints during problem solving and requires more
computing time. This option is not considered in this study.
In this part, the triangular mesh performances are analysed with two section sizes including cover plates
(similar to case 2). The number of nodes are compared to both the explicit model and the EHM model
with quadrangular elements. It is possible to validate the results by comparison of the displacement and
equivalent stress.
All FE models are shown in figure 18. The first geometry corresponds to case 2 (6×6 patterns with cover
plates and two symmetries, see figure 8) modified with a triangular mesh as shown in figure 18.a. The
second geometry studied is identical with 4 times more patterns: 12×12 patterns with cover plates and

two symmetries (see figure 18.b). Two sizes for the EHM triangular elements are analysed for the latter
geometry: the first is similar to the previous case, while the second is increased up to 3 times the initial
size.

Figure 18: Geometries of the two sections with cover plates and two symmetries – a) 6×6 patterns; b) 12×12 patterns – from
left to right: Explicit geometry, EHM model with quadrangular mesh, EHM models with triangular mesh (fine and coarse
mesh)

Table 7 lists the number of nodes for each model. Compared to explicit model, the number of nodes is
higher for the EHM model with quadrangular mesh, whereas it is lower for the EHM model with
triangular mesh. Furthermore, gains are increased for the larger section with triangular mesh (from a
reduction of 24 % for 6×6 patterns to 38 % for 12×12 patterns with similar size parameters for the
meshing). It reaches 48 % with the coarser mesh.
As for the previous cases, the displacement and equivalent stress are post-processed. The displacement
components are determined for the node located in the same position as that in case 2 (right upper corner
of the section). The equivalent stress was determined for same lines as those selected for case 2.
The displacement components are quantitatively compared in table 8. The relative difference with
respect to displacement can be computed as follows:
Relative difference (%)=

𝑢(𝐸𝐻𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)−𝑢(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)
𝑢(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)

× 100

There is nearly no difference between all models.
Comparisons of the equivalent stress are given in figures 19 and 20 for the 6×6 and 12×12 sections
respectively. Pattern 2 and cover plates are considered. No significant difference can be observed
between the two EHM models, either with quadrangular or triangular meshes, even for the coarse
triangular mesh.
The equivalent stress is compared quantitatively in table 9. The same relative differences are observed
for both models using EHM. Triangular meshing does not affect the results, even for coarser mesh,
whereas the size of the model is significantly reduced with respect to the explicit model. Furthermore,
differences are reduced for larger section sizes, and the method can still be validated.

Table 7: Number of nodes for each model

Explicit
With EHM /
quadrangular mesh
With EHM / triangular
fine mesh
With EHM / triangular
coarse mesh

Total
number of
nodes
84 361
97 056

6 ×6
Number
of nodes
for EHM
43 489

+15 %

Total
number of
nodes
283 987
382 279

12×12
Number
of nodes
for EHM
270 001

64 067

10 500

-24 %

176 751

64 473

-38 %

-

-

-

148 710

36 432

-48 %

Gain vs
explicit

Gain vs
explicit
+35 %

Table 8: Displacement components for the node in the right upper corner of the section (in m)

6×6

Displacements - relative difference
12×12

EHM model/
quadrangular
mesh

EHM model/
triangular
mesh

EHM model/
quadrangular
mesh

EHM model/
fine triangular
mesh

EHM model/
coarse
triangular
mesh

ux

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

uy

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

Figure 19: Section with 6×6 patterns including cover plates and two symmetries - the equivalent stress for the explicit model
and EHM models with triangular mesh (S_EQV_3) and quadrangular mesh (S_EQV_4) – a) Pattern 2; b) Cover Plates

Figure 20: Section with 12×12 patterns including cover plates and two symmetries - the equivalent stress for the explicit
model and EHM models with quadrangular mesh (S_EQV_4) and triangular mesh (S_EQV_3_Fine: fine mesh,
S_EQV_3_Coarse: coarse mesh) – a) Pattern 2; b) Cover Plates

Table 9: Relative difference for the equivalent stress - EHM models (quadrangular and triangular meshes) vs. the explicit
model

Equivalent stress - maximum relative difference (absolute value)
6×6
EHM model/
quadrangular
mesh

EHM model/
triangular
mesh

EHM model/
quadrangular
mesh

12×12
EHM model/
fine triangular
mesh

1

0.5 %

0.5 %

0.3 %

0.3 %

0.3 %

2

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.1 %

0.1 %

0.1 %

3

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.1 %

0.1 %

0.1 %

Reference
for pattern

EHM model/
coarse
triangular
mesh

Cover Plates

0.1 %

0.1 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

Min. / Max.
over all
patterns

0.5 %

0.5 %

0.3 %

0.3 %

0.3 %

5 Conclusion
A method based on periodic homogeneous media has been described and assessed for the
thermomechanical calculation of PCHEs under thermal loads using FE models. The Heat Exchanger
core, composed of periodic channels, is modelled with equivalent homogenous medium, making it
possible to reduce the number of elements. However, as an improvement of the usual method, the
equivalent homogenous medium has also been coupled with an intermediate layer inserted between this
part and the cover plates. This intermediate layer represents some channels with explicit geometry. This
has two advantages: first, it smooths the transition between the homogenous medium and the cover
plates (difference of stiffness); second, it makes it possible to directly calculate stress and strain for
critical parts whereas the usual application requires using micro-macro relations to compute them on
explicit geometry. The homogenous medium is defined with equivalent constants (i.e. the equivalent
elastic constants and the orthotropic thermal expansion coefficient) which are computed separately with
usual homogenization methods. Its temperature is also computed with a dedicated simple model (one
channel pattern).
This method can be used to compute strain and stress of CHE under pure thermal loading. Stress and
strain induced by pressure should be computed separately with a dedicated method.
The method has been assessed with a reduced but representative 2D section of a CHE. The stress
calculated on the intermediate layers and on the cover plate of the model using homogenous medium
has been compared with the results obtained with explicit model. A very good agreement has been found
between both models with a maximum absolute relative difference of 0.5 % for the reduced but
representative section with cover plates. Coupled with triangular meshing, the model with homogenous
medium reduces the number of nodes compared to explicit model (up to 48 % for the considered case)
with same results. It has been found that for the considered configuration, the intermediate layer should
contain at least one additional layer of explicit patterns (or REV) between the EHM and the explicit
channels where the results are post-processed to guarantee representative results. Finally, the efficiency
and accuracy of the method have been proved with a larger section. This may extend the validity of the
method to cover any size of CHE section. It has been found that the larger the section size, the greater
the node reduction with triangular mesh, so that this method is of interest for large size CHEs such as
those to be designed for the nuclear industry and for ASTRID.
This method has been assessed and numerically validated for 2D behaviour, as well as for both a specific
and simplified thermal loading. A further validation should consist in comparing results to experiments
as presented in [34] for instance. Concerning the extension of this method for 3D models, conclusions
should be identical. Its application may prove particularly relevant for this type of geometry under
transient thermal loadings requiring lengthy computational times, even if its reliability for transient
simulation is still to be assessed. Moreover, 3D thermal loadings can also be applied which may increase
thermal stress. Thermal loads not only result from the related temperature difference between the two
fluids (thermal gradient between the channels), but also from possible flow distribution differences
across the cross section, from thermal differences between the two HE sides (inlet and outlet when
considering one fluid) under normal operating conditions, and from transient thermal loads (e.g. thermal
shock). These spatially complex loads can be taken into account using this method.
The stress and strain computed on explicit channels (critical parts) can be analysed in order to verify the
compliance with rules according to the applied design code. This method can be used to design PCHEs
or any other heat exchanger technologies under thermal loading as long as the channel arrangement
shows periodicity.
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